MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Chairman Rodriguez and Planning Commissioners
James Newman, Zoning Administrator
For the September 22, 2021 Meeting
Special Exceptions for density and layout for residential development at 3050 Gordon
W. Shelton Boulevard/GPIN 7860-50-3126.

ISSUE
Should the requests for Special Exceptions from layout and density requirements be approved?
Site highlighted in red

RECOMMENDATION
Denial.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
The applicant proposes to build a 372-unit multifamily apartment complex with a work-share
facility open to residents and the paying public. The dwelling units are placed into 13 apartment
buildings (388,750 sq. ft.), with a 50,000 sq. ft. building to be used as an amenity filled facility with
work-share/co-work/club house space.
TIMELINE
The Planning Commission shall make a recommendation within 100 days of the first public
hearing. The last Planning Commission date available within that time period is December 8, 2021.
PLANNING COMMISISON PUBLIC HEARING – SEPTEMBER 8, 2021
The Planning Commission held a public hearing for this item on September 8, 2021. At that
meeting, a representative for adjacent property owners (UMB CV Holding Co. LLC and Celebrate
Virginia South Holding, aka Lapis) informed the Commission that they had not received adequate
notice for the hearing. The owner’s representative was present at the meeting for another item on
the agenda. There were no other public comments. There were a variety of questions posed by
the PC Members:
1. What is the transect for this area of development within Area 1
The T-3 Sub-Urban Transect.
2. Does the GDP provide for a Pump Station?
A pump station is not shown on the GDP. By note, the applicant acknowledges the need to
connect to an existing pump station on the parcel west of this site or build a new a pump
station, which will then pump sewage from this project to the City’s pump station located
north west of the Fred Nats stadium. There are capacity issues with this second pump
station, discussed further on in the report.
3. Are block standards appropriate for this development?
As shown in the attachment ‘Appendix A: Block Necessity’, standardized blocks provide
ease of access to neighboring properties. The lack of block standards for this site, in
addition to the restrictions imposed by the gated and fenced aspect of the development,
inhibit the ability of residents to easily walk to neighboring destinations, fosters a carcentric environment, and encourages the cultural segregation of the community.
4. What was the intent of the 1998 Original rezoning and GDP?
In 1998, this area was rezoned as for Planned Development - Commercial. The original GDP
called for this parcel and surrounding parcels to be used for hotels, restaurants, and office
space. A copy of that GDP is attached to this document.
5. Can the layout be re-arranged?
Per the applicant, the revisions they tried to create a block network did not work out. The
revisions resulted in either significantly fewer units which rendered the project not
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economically feasible or resulted in more paved area along with less “quality” green space
from the perspective of the residents who would live there, or both of these conditions.
This revision deviated so much from the project’s prototype /concept and desired market
that it no longer presented the “high quality” product that the Owner was looking to
achieve— especially the reduced “courtyard green spaces” that each of the multifamily
buildings would then have with the revised layouts.
Following discussion, the Commission chose to hold open the public hearing to its September 22
meeting to allow the adjacent property owner to submit comments. These comments are
attached and address legal issues regarding access, stormwater, and utilities.
PROPOSED SPECIAL EXCEPTION REQUESTS
The special exceptions requested are from the following City Code Sections:
72-33.2.D.4, Residential Density Use Limitations.
No more than 10% of the PDC zoning district can have residential uses. The proposed
development would increase the percentage of PDC residential uses to 13.5%.
The exception would allow 18.11 acres of additional residential development in this commercial
zoning district.
72-33.2.F.1, General Standards for PD-C General Plans.
The standards were adopted to ensure:
(1) the development consists of an orderly and creative arrangement of land uses, both in respect
to each other and to adjacent properties; and
(2) the development provides a comprehensive and integrated transportation system that
separates pedestrian and vehicular traffic, including roadways, bicycle paths, and/or pedestrian
walkways.
The exception would allow suburban-style garden apartment development patterns with surface
parking and limited sidewalks and bike trails.
72-51.2, Blocks
The standard was established to ensure development is in a block pattern defined by streets or
open space features.
The exception would allow a fenced and gated compound with limited connection to the current
and future neighborhood and result in the siting of the residential buildings in parking lots.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION ANALYSIS
Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) § 72-22.7 contains review criteria that the Planning
Commission and City Council shall use when evaluating an application for a Special Exception.
These criteria are:
1. Consistency with the UDO:
The property is zoned Planned Development – Commercial. The purpose of that zoning district is:
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“to provide locations for a full range of retail commercial and service uses which are oriented to
serve a regional market area. The district also provides for planned employment centers with
offices and professional business uses. The district should be located adjacent to major
transportation arteries, with development encouraged in centers planned as a unit.”
The proposed project would provide for development of a vacant site. The applicant desires to
build 13 apartment buildings at 3-stories in height. All units will be rental, with half of the units
having one bedroom and the other half having two bedrooms. The applicant states that the
average monthly rent would be $1,990. In addition to the apartments, there will be a 50,000 sq. ft.
facility, which would feature work space, shared office and meeting space, as well as equipment,
technology, and other amenities to provide an incubation space for entrepreneurs, including
membership for non-residents. Residents will be charged fees for membership this as part of their
rent.
The property was originally zoned PDC in 1998. Since then it has sat vacant, and the owner has not
had a viable development option since then. The original intent of this area was to house
restaurants, offices, and hotels.
This work space does align with the intent of the district to provide office space and areas for
professional business use. The applicant states that it will provide for a level of mixed-use, as well
as live-work lifestyle allowing residents to live and work in the same area. The facility will feature a
hair and nail salon, café, and fitness center, in addition to the work spaces and equipment being
provided.
However, the design as a whole does not meet certain general standards for development under
Code Section 72-33.2.F, General Standards:
A. The development consists of an orderly and creative arrangement of land uses, both in
respect to each other and to adjacent properties;
The project does not meet this standard. The proposed layout is not creative; it is 13
suburban-style garden apartment buildings and a club/work facility surrounded by parking.
There are no streets or block pattern to the development, just parking lots. Per the
applicant, this development is to be a somewhat self-contained development with minimal
impact on parks and libraries due to the on-site amenities. The proposed development
pattern is a consequence of the project being a gated community with two points of
vehicular access and surrounded by fencing. If fencing in the front yards along Gordon
Shelton Blvd. and the south side private street exceeds the four-foot maximum in the UDO,
a special exception by the Board of Zoning Appeals will be necessary. Construction and
completion of the development is anticipated to take 2-3 years.
B. The development provides a comprehensive and integrated transportation system that
separates pedestrian and vehicular traffic, including roadways, bicycle paths, and/or
pedestrian walkways;
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The project does not meet this standard. The project is a gated/fenced community,
purposely isolated with controlled access. The City’s Comprehensive Plan has a policy
against gated communities (discussed below). There are no streets or block pattern to the
development, just parking lots.
There are internal sidewalk connections between buildings and parking spaces. There is
one sidewalk connection through the security fence to Gordon Shelton Blvd., two (adjacent
to the vehicle entrance) to the south side private street, one gate to the west, and two
gates to the north. There is a mulch bicycle trail along the north and west sides of the
project that connect to the mountain-bike trail system along the Rappahannock River to
the west. The mulch bicycle trail on the adjacent parcel is within a private access
easement.
C. The application provides for adequate public facilities, as set forth in § 72-22.2,
Comprehensive Plan;
In an August 1, 2021 comment from Public Works staff, the available capacity for the
Celebrate Virginia Pump Station that serves this area is 119 gallons per minute (gpm), or
171,360 gallons per day (gpd). The estimated sewage requirement for the project is 79,400
gpd or 55.1 gpm.
Any project exceeding the 119 gpm estimates (64 gpm if the density Special Exception is
approved) in the Celebrate area will need to participate in various cost-sharing of sewer
infrastructure projects, i.e., pump station enlargement, sewer force main enlargement, and
all associated equipment enlargement (pumps, electrical, etc.). These costs will be in
addition to other infrastructure costs (streets) and as well as all additional applicable city
development fees, i.e., water sewer connection and availability.
The provided capacity was planned for permitted uses. The capacity consumed by this
project allowed by Special Exception discouraged the development of permitted uses.
D. No travel routes, except pedestrian pathways, are to be constructed, installed, or located
on lands having a slope greater than 30%;
This standard is met.
E. Sidewalks or other pedestrian pathways that link older and developed areas of the City
are in accordance with the Comprehensive Plan and are located along natural waterways
and scenic areas to the maximum extent possible;
This requirement is met. There are internal sidewalk connections between buildings and
exterior sidewalk connections to Gordon Shelton Blvd.
F. The development, where possible, will utilize design and architectural detail harmonious
with the size, use, and layout of the parcel;
The residential structures would be designed with a variety of stone, brick, glass, and metal
work. The work-share space, located adjacent to Gordon Shelton Blvd, would be designed
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with glass and metal in a modernist style. Illustrations are included as attachments to this
staff report.
G. All business, service, storage, and display of goods shall be permitted only as accessory
uses on the same lot with a permitted or special permit use. The outdoor area devoted to
storage, loading, and display of goods shall be limited to that area so designated on an
approved final site plan or recorded subdivision plat and properly screened from public
view; and
This standard is met.
H. All refuse shall be contained in completely enclosed facilities, and screened with material
similar to the building so served
On the GDP, there is one trash compactor to serve all residential and work space uses. The
compactor is screened.
2. Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan (CP)
The current Future Land Use Map designates this property for Planned Development/
Commercial, which is described on page 10-2 of the Comprehensive Plan as “…reserved for
large scale development near major transportation routes. Planned DevelopmentCommercial encourages a wide range of commercial retail and service uses oriented to
serve a regional market. The City also encourages employment centers that combine office
and professional business development within a landscape, high-quality setting.”
The proposed increase in residential density is not consistent with the stated intent for this
area. While the applicant is proposing a project with a work-space and clubhouse facility,
along with 13 apartment buildings in a gated community, it is primarily a residential
project. The GDP shows 388,750 sq. ft. of residential use (88.6% total building square
footage) compared to the 50,000 sq. ft. for the work-space center.
Policy 14 (page 7-8) of the Comprehensive Plan, under “Policies for Residential
Neighborhoods and Housing”, states: Do not allow gated communities within City limits.
Furthermore, Residential Neighborhoods Goal #9 calls for increased homeownership
(pg.1-10). All the units however will be rentals. This project is not consistent with these
policies.
The project does meet some goals of the Comprehensive Plan:
-Provides an access path down to the river and river trail system, which expands
recreational activities into protected river floodplain and natural resource areas (Area 1
Opportunity 3, pg. 11(1)-1).
-Provides for a Live/Work Community, identified as Business Opportunity Goal #7 (pg.1-9).
This is met by the provision of the work space facility for residents.
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Area 1 Status
The City is developing a Small Area Plan for the Celebrate/Central Park portion of the City,
west of I-95. This Plan may include polices regarding increased diversity of uses. It may
provide provisions for residential activity in this area at the north end of the Celebrate
neighborhood. However, until such policies or provisions are determined, it would be
premature to approve additional residential uses. The draft Area 1 Plan is scheduled for a
joint work session of the City Council and Planning Commission on September 28. The
formal public hearing process to amend the Comprehensive Plan is anticipated to occur in
the last quarter of 2021.
Transect Information
The concept plan for Area developed so far calls for this property to be within the T-3 SubUrban Transect. This transect contains transitional areas between the ecologically sensitive
river fringe and more developed areas. New development in this area should focus on
transitional residential uses that adhere to existing topography and use creative design to
protect existing environmental features. The boundary between the T-3 and T-4 Transects
is generally located at the limits of gravity sanitary sewer service. Within Area 1, new
development should be implemented through the Planned Development - Residential
zoning district or as a component of a larger Planned Development - Mixed Use project.
3. Whether there has been a sufficient period of time for investigation and community
planning with respect to the application.
This application has been reviewed by the Technical Review Committee. The City has
contracted with an outside firm to establish a Capital Impact Analysis for the City to
determine impact costs for schools and emergency services. Planning Commission and City
Council review of this analysis is planned for January 2022.
4. Whether the special exception is consistent with the principles of good zoning practice,
including the purposes of the district in which the special exception would be located,
existing and planned uses of surrounding land, and the characteristics of the property
involved.
The Planned Development – Commercial Zoning District is intended to “provide locations
for a full range of retail commercial and service uses which are oriented to serve a regional
market area.” While some residential development is permitted, in the zoning district
overall “Residential uses shall not exceed 10% of the overall PD-C District and 24 units per
acre.” The Small Area Plan for this sector, currently in process, will provide updated
guidance for good zoning practice for this area in the near future. The proposed density
Special Exception is not consistent with the purpose of this zoning district. The project
layout would be fenced and separated, on all sides, from the surrounding land uses.
5. Whether the proposed use or aspect of the development requiring the special exception
is special, extraordinary or unusual.
The applicant requests three special exceptions:
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72-33.2.D.4, Residential Density Use Limitations. No more than 10% of the PDC zoning
district can have residential uses.
The proposed development would increase the percentage of PDC residential uses to
13.5%, an additional 18.11 acres of residential usage to the 54 acres currently used for
residential in this area. The residential aspect of the project is 13 multistory apartment
buildings, all rental units. The project is a gated community, which does not comply with
policies of the Comprehensive Plan. This residential request does not meet the criteria for
special, exceptional, or unique. No justification has been provided for the need for
additional residential development in this zoning district.
72-33.2.F.1, General Standards for PD-C General Plans, to ensure: (1) the development
consists of an orderly and creative arrangement of land uses, both in respect to each other
and to adjacent properties; and (2) the development provides a comprehensive and
integrated transportation system that separates pedestrian and vehicular traffic, including
roadways, bicycle paths, and/or pedestrian walkways.
The exception would allow suburban-style garden apartment development patterns with
surface parking and sidewalks designed to primarily access parking. The proposed
mountain bike paths are on the perimeter of the site outside the security fencing. There is
no creative arrangement of land uses. This request does not meet the criteria for special,
exceptional, or unique.
72-51.2, Blocks, to ensure development is in a block pattern defined by streets or open
space features.
The exception would allow the siting of the residential buildings surrounded by parking lots
with no streets or block/grid pattern of development. This request does not meet the
criteria for special, exceptional, or unique.
The design should feature connections with adjacent developments, a grid pattern with
buildings sited in an orderly manner facing streets and sidewalks, and open space that
protects steep slopes.
6. Whether the proposed exception potentially results in any adverse impacts on the surrounding
neighborhood, or the community in general; and if so, whether there are any reasonable
conditions of approval that would satisfactorily mitigate such impacts.
Schools
Per the City’s Public School system, student generation is approximately .35 students per
2+ bedroom units. The range established for Single Family Homes .35 – .48 throughout the
City. Developments, such as Idlewild, push that number closer to .78. Most communities
like Idlewild are higher than .48 average range since the houses Downtown and in College
Heights bring the average down to the students per unit that are reported for the City as a
whole.
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Per the applicant, in May when they submitted the application the number of school age
children living at the nearby Silver Collection Apartments which contains a total of 369
units (189 one- bedroom, 162 two-bedroom and 18 three bedroom units) was 35 (8 in
Elementary, 16 in Middle, and 11 in High school).
As of August 31, 2021, the number of school age children living at Silver Collection has
decreased to 26 school-age children ( 9 in Elem, 9 in Middle and 8 in high school). This too
is largely due to the fact that even the Silver Collection Apts are not geared to families with
children.
Based on the figures provided by the School system, with an average of .35 students per 2+
bedroom and with 186 two bedroom units, the school system would expect 65 students to
be generated by this development. The School system did a study on student generation
in 2018-19 and while it established the range of .35 - .48 of students per unit, it did not
take into account the unit size, since that information was not available. The study
examined apartments, townhouses/ multifamily homes, and single family homes. Based
on that research .35 would be more representative of an entire apartment community
(excluding senior housing). This would include any apartment regardless of the amount of
bedrooms. .35 may be lower than the real average number of students per unit. Students
have been registered living in senior based communities.
Based on the applicant’s estimate, the school generation rate would be .13 school-age
children for the two–bedroom units, which is less than half of what the school system
would anticipate being generated.
The City has contracted with an outside firm to establish a Capital Impact Analysis for the
City to determine impact costs for schools and emergency services. Any resultant policy
from this analysis will not be drafted before January 2022.
Because of fair-housing statues, the applicant is unable to establish covenants that would
restrict school age children for the probable 40-life of the project.
Environmental
The site was previously graded, and is largely denuded of vegetation. There are limited
slopes on the northwest side of the project with grades over 25% in the north side
undeveloped access easement.
Stormwater will be dealt off-site in an existing stormwater catchment pond, but the
applicant has not provided information about the impact on the offsite facility. The off-site
property is the parcel just behind this one, GPIN 7860-40-5307. Representatives for that
parcel (see public comment) allege that they have not been provided notice of the NEON
developers intent to build a stormwater pond on their parcel.

Transportation
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Per the applicant, based on the proposed development there would be an anticipated daily
trip generation of 2,736 daily vehicle trips. Those trips would enter and exit from Gordon
Shelton Blvd, which has a capacity of 35,000 daily vehicle trips and is currently
experiencing average daily traffic of 4,200 daily vehicle trips.
Security
The applicant desires to have a gated community, which is not supported by the policies in
the Comprehensive Plan. The applicant states in a supplementary narrative that the
installation of expensive equipment for the clubhouse amenities and work space facilities,
as well as the desire to provide a level of basic access control, necessitate a fence and
gates, as well as on-site security personnel. Controlled access would also block patrons of
the nearby multi-use stadium from parking on the property.
Per the applicant, there is a perception of rising crime rates in this area, and the property
owner wishes to abate those concerns by providing security measures.
Other than larceny centered around the Walmart in Central Park, there are no statistics
that demonstrate this Celebrate Virginia neighborhood having elevated levels of crime that
would identify it as being more dangerous than other City neighborhoods. While there are
individual events, this area has no pattern of violent crimes.
The stadium is located approximately ½ mile away. Over-flow parking for stadium patrons
along Gordon Shelton Blvd. is served by a stadium operated shuttle with controlled usage.
Provisions of gates and fences is one aspect which prevents the development of a block
pattern and improved access between this site and adjacent current and future
development.
Fiscal
The applicant states that with an estimate project value of at least $75 million and a tax
rate of $0.85 per $100 building valuation, the annual real estate tax will be over $600,000.
Additional revenue would come from tax revenue from residents visiting nearby
restaurants, grocery stores, and other businesses. Based on its study, there will be an
estimated annual tax revenue of approximately $1.2 million, with $915,000 in the cost of
City services for the development. The applicant states that upon completion the project
would support 43 jobs, in areas such as landscaping, restaurants, maintenance, and other
services.
CONCLUSION
This is three special exception requests related to a residential development with a clubhouse and
work facility. The work space component of the project is unique, but the overall concept does not
meet either the requirements of City Code nor the goals of the Comprehensive Plan.
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The project is neither special, exceptional, nor wholly unique. There are serious concerns about
utility capacity, impact on schools, and access. The Planning Commission should recommend
denial of the application.
Planning staff is working with the Planning Commission on the Area 1, Central Park/Celebrate
Small Area Plan that may suggest some additional residential development may be appropriate.
Until this Plan is recommended by the Planning Commission and approved by City Council
(scheduled for action in early 2022) it would be premature to adopt any exceptions for density or
arrangement of uses.
To summarize, this application should be denied because:
1. It is not in conformance with the Unified Development Ordinance.
2. It is not in conformance with the Comprehensive Plan.
3. Has failed to show what is special, exceptional, or unique about the development as a
whole.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Appendix A: Block necessity
2. Application
3. Narrative
4. Traffic Analysis
5. Impact Analysis
6. Economic and Fiscal Analysis
7. Environmental Permits
8. Illustrations
9. GDP
10. 1998 GDP
11. Public Comments
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APPENDIX A: BLOCK LAYOUT AND MOBILITY
Questions were raised at the September Planning Commission meeting about why City ordinances and
policies require a connected block pattern and discourage gated developments. Two of the main reasons
are mobility and a sense of community.
The existing conditions in Celebrate Virginia South are a hybrid of a standard cohesive block pattern and
a more typical suburban collection of individual sites. In the diagram below, the street network is
highlighted in green, the publically available sidewalks are white, and the fences gating the two apartment
complexes are black (outlined in pink). A block pattern exists in the portions of the site closest to Gordon
W. Shelton Blvd. The area has automotive and pedestrian connections that provide multidirectional
mobility and a level of connectivity that is relatively walkable.

Moving west, the pattern breaks down. The fences surrounding the apartment complexes prevent
mobility and funnel all traffic to a single point at the front of the complex. For example, if a resident of
the Seasons apartment building wishes to visit their local bank then, door to door, the two uses are only
350 feet or about a City block away. Due to the suburban / gated arrangement of the Seasons the actual
walkable distance between the two doors increases to 1,300 feet.

The arrangement of the proposed Neon project similarly limits mobility. Street connectivity (shown in
blue) and sidewalk connectivity (white and outlined in red) along the secondary road is terminated at their
project line. Both pedestrian and vehicular access is limited to the south east portion of the site. A fence
with four gates isolates the development from all existing and future land uses surrounding the site.

The arrangement of the development site increases the distances between adjacent land uses to such an
extent that very few people will walk on simple trips. For example, door to door, the two neighboring
apartment buildings are 750 feet away, which is about two to three City blocks. Due to the continuation
of the suburban / fenced arrangement of the proposed Neon the actual walkable distance between the
two doors in the buildings highlighted increases to 3,450 feet. A similar barrier to mobility would be
established to any new development to the north or west of the site resulting in a newly developed area
of the City that is overly automobile dependent.

City ordinances and policies (the provisions in the Comprehensive Plan and Unified Development
Ordinance) require a block pattern, street connections, and a cohesive sidewalk network in order to create
a realistically walkable urban pattern. The required block and street network ensures that new
development connects to existing fabric in a way that extends streets and sidewalks throughout an area.
A recent example of this is the Valor projects within Area 1, across from Fall Hill. Here is the aerial of the
site in the GIS. The picture was taken after the first development was completed but before the second
development was permitted. The second development is now complete and the road centerlines and
property lines are visible. The ordinances created an environment where the infrastructure serving the
two developments was knit together creating cohesive urban fabric. The network is simple and provides
multiple points of connection to carry streets and sidewalks through the next property (between these
developments and Central Park) when it is planned and built. The result is a neighborhood / commercial
district that is accessible and traversable by pedestrians, bicyclists or motorists.

For reference, here is the same aerial (turned grey) imposed on the proposed Neon site. The existing
street / sidewalk connections are highlighted in green.

The proposed Neon project is asking for exceptions to these standards. The exceptions physically limit
mobility and accessibility in a measurable way. The result is an automobile-dependent environment. The
Planning Commission should recommend denial of the project and these exceptions to the City Council.
Another aspect for consideration is how suburban / fenced layouts effect the sense of connectedness
within the community. A multi-modal network and a built environment where buildings interact with the
street creates the opportunity for residents and business patrons to interact with each other on the
sidewalk or in their yard where community can build. A pattern where most people can only interact with
each other through turn signals and car horns surrounded by a steel cage is less conducive to the type of
human interaction traditionally identified as “community”. While less easy to measure, voiding the City’s
block and street standards creates a residential area with limited opportunities to meet or interact with
neighbors from separate developments that otherwise live less than a block away.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jervis Hairston
James D. Newman
Charles R. Johnston
[EXTERNAL] FW: Additional Special Exception Justification information for proposed Neon development-Thursday, July 29, 2021 5:40:12 PM

Dear James and Chuck,
To follow up on recent discussions we’ve had concerning our Neon Special Exception Application, I’d
like to offer the additional justification as outlined below. The initial application narrative under the
heading “Security” addresses several matters of safety and security with regard to the proposed
Neon project. Another important point in this vein relates to the Property Owner’s hiring of security
guards to patrol his existing nearby developments (Silver Collection and Jubilation Apartments). This
security patrolling work occurs 7 days a week, 365 days a year, from 6PM to 6AM. The Owner
decided to provide this extraordinary security measure at his significant cost ($150,000 per year)
based on a number of issues and incidents including, among others, the following:
1. The extraordinary and significant investment and highly expensive equipment and materials
that is provided for residents within the spacious clubhouses and outdoor pools that serve
Silver Collection and Jubilation Apartments;
2. Conversations the Owner and his management have had with residents within the two
developments who express concerns about persons who are or will be attending Fred Nats
baseball games as well as the nightly Concert Series to be held at the Stadium beginning in
late August/early September. Many of the individuals attending these events and games are
coming from outside the City, perhaps even outside the region, and are not as familiar with
points of ingress and egress as well as parking areas available for Stadium events--- and thus
sometimes find themselves within the parking lots that serve the two adjoining Silver
Collection complexes. Residents have expressed such concerns to the Owner and his
management, and the Owner is especially concerned about such instances increasing when
the Jubilation 55-and over residents development is fully occupied—possibly by the end of
this year; and   
3. The area in and around and close-by the Baseball Stadium is being planned (by the City) as an
area for increased entertainment activities, festivities and venues, and more tourist-attracting
developments that will undoubtedly bring in more people and visitors from outside the area
and the region. The Property Owner, his marketing staff, and the residents of his nearby
developments consider the gated entryways and the perimeter fencing part of his
developments as at least some small measure of added security for residents, their families
and their vehicles—going forward.
      
4. One of the key elements of the NEON project is its 50,000 square-foot club facility that will
not only serve the amenity needs of the residents of Neon, it will also provide state-of the-art
technology and work-share space for the public, that is, non-residents who will be able to
purchase club memberships and avail themselves to these resources and equipment. It is
anticipated that non- resident members who utilize the co-working space and facilities will be

on-site at the club for at least part of the day throughout the week.    
The Owner believes that this particular component of the overall Neon project will
necessitate the increased/extra security measures that an on-site security guard, perimeter
fencing and gated access will provide. This added security is essential with attractive but
non-threatening and effective features should result in added safety, security and control for
the residents Neon.

The Owner would rather not have to take these extra costly measures to enhance the safety and
security of residents of his developments, but as a result of unfortunate (but serious and highly
publicized) crime-related incidents involving firearms, assaults, vandalism and arson that have
occurred in very close by areas, including at several nearby hotels and apartment complexes, as well
as within the parking lots of the nearby Sheetz, Walmart and Wawa stores (to name a few within the
past year), the Owner (and his residents) felt the security guards and patrol measures have been
essential.
Please understand that is not in any way intended to be a put-down of any services or facilities that
the City provides; it is only a reflection of very real perceptions and concerns by some residents
within communities at Celebrate Virginia South, and a genuine desire and effort by the Property
Owner to address these concerns as best he can.
Jervis

This message and any attached documents contain information which may be confidential,
subject to privilege or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. These materials are
intended only for the use of the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient of this
transmission you are hereby notified that any distribution, disclosure, printing, copying,
storage, modification or the taking of any action in reliance upon this transmission is strictly
prohibited. Delivery of this message to any person other than the intended recipient shall not
compromise or waive such confidentiality, privilege or exemption from disclosure as to this
communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify
the sender and delete the message from your system.

Fairbanks &
Franklin
Civil Engineering
Land Planning

NEON AT CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH

1005 Mahone Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 899-3700
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**UNBUILDABLE LAND:
DENSITY ALLOWED:
DENSITY PROVIDED:
IMPERVIOUS SURFACE RATIO:
FLOOR AREA RATIO ALLOWED:
FLOOR AREA RATIO PROVIDED:
OPEN SPACE REQUIRED:
OPEN SPACE PROVIDED:
WATER:
SEWER:
PARKING REQUIRED:
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GPIN 7860-50-3126 (PORTION)
3050 GORDON W SHELTON
PDC
VACANT
MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL / MIXED USE
18.11 AC
0.43 AC (2.35% OF SITE)
24 DU / AC
20.54 DU / AC (372 UNITS)
0.604
1.00
0.52
10% (1.81 AC)
39.63% ( 7.18 AC)
PUBLIC CONNECTION
PUBLIC CONNECTION
1 SPACE/DWELLING UNIT = 372 SPACES
*NEON CLUB (NON-RESIDENTS) = 1 SP/300 SF = 25,000/300 = 84
TOTAL = 456
APARTMENTS = 521 SPACES
GARAGES = 88 SPACES
NEON CLUB ON-SITE = 65 SPACES
NEON CLUB OVERFLOW PARKING = 43 SPACES
TOTAL = 717 SPACES
15 SPACES
16 SPACES
3 STORY (APPROX. 45 FT)
0 FT
0 FT
0 FT
30 FT
15 FT
2,568 VPD

(TAKEN FROM TRAFFIC MEMO PREPARED
BY RAMEY KEMP DATED 07-06-21)

THE PARKING CALCULATIONS ASSUME THAT 50% OF THE BUILDING AREA IN
NEON CLUB IS ALLOCATED FOR NON-RESIDENTS
UNBUILDABLE LAND PER UDO SECTION 72-51.1 INCLUDES 100-YR
FLOODPLAINS, SLOPES IN EXCESS OF 25%, QUARRIES / LANDFILLS / MINES
/ EXCAVATION AREAS, OR SOILS DETERMINED TO BE UNBUILDABLE FOR
RESIDENTIAL OR STREET DEVELOPMENT

GDP FOR SPECIAL USE PERMIT
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA

SHEET INDEX

SITE INFORMATION:

NEON AT CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA

COVER SHEET

GENERALIZED DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR SPECIAL USE PERMIT
GPIN 7860-50-3126 (PORTION)
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PROPERTY OWNER

APPLICANT

ENGINEER

CVAS P8A LLC
1001 EAST TELECOM DR
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
561-981-5252

SILVER COMPANIES
1001 EAST TELECOM DR
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
561-981-5252

FAIRBANKS & FRANKLIN
1005 MAHONE STREET
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA 22401
540-899-3700

8"S

6"FM

DATE
:
DESIGNED:
DRAWN :
CHECKED :
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Fairbanks &
Franklin
Civil Engineering
Land Planning

EXISTING CONDITIONS

1005 Mahone Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 899-3700

POET'S WALK

GDP FOR SPECIAL USE PERMIT
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
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Fairbanks &
Franklin
Civil Engineering
Land Planning
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

1005 Mahone Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 899-3700
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B
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372 UNITS
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APPROVAL

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT FOR THE
PROPOSED APARTMENTS WILL BE
PROVIDED IN A REGIONAL FACILITY
LOCATED ON GPIN 7860-40-5307

Fairbanks &
Franklin
Civil Engineering
Land Planning

PRELIMINARY UTILITY PLAN

1005 Mahone Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 899-3700
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Fairbanks &
Franklin
Civil Engineering
Land Planning

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPING PLAN

1005 Mahone Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
(540) 899-3700
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RN)PAPORT

84o5 Greensboro Drive, Eighth Floor, Mclean, Virginia 22102 (t) 571-382r2oo (f)j71-382-i21o

August 9,202L
Direct Dial: (571) 382-L234
Email : GDR@ Rappaportco.com
Honorable Mayor Katherine Greenlaw
City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
PO Box7447

Fredericksbu rg, VA 22404

Re

NEON Project, Celebrate Virginia South
GPIN # 7860-50-3L26, Mixed Use/Multifamily

Mayor Greenlaw,
The purpose of this letter is to express our support for the above referenced zoning
matter currently pending before the City of Fredericksburg ("City"). The Rappaport Companies
owns and manages over 36 properties within Central Park, in the City. Many of our tenants
were adversely impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic and are slowly pulling themselves out of
the challenges we all faced during this past year.
The NEON project, which is being proposed by longtime City investor The Silver
Companies, will be a benefit to businesses at Central Park and Celebrate Virginia. This project
will inject a diverse, and highly skilled workforce into the immediate area, and include citizens
with higher scale and disposable incomes who will not adversely impact City services. This is
exactly what we need to ensure the sustainability and expansion of businesses at Central Park.
ln closing, we believe the NEON project will enhance the City's tax base and is a real win
for local businesses. We thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

Very truly,

=dN.
Gary D. Rappaport

cc
CVAS P8, LLC

Timothy Baroody, City Manager

www,rappaportco.com

Attachment 1 – District Map
BONDHOLDER PARCELS:
11

CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH
HOLDING COMPANY LLC
GPIN: 7860-62-2096
TM: 312-A-PA1R
36.86 AC

16

MAS FBURG LLC
GPIN: 7860-40-5307
TM: 312-A-P8
42.51 AC

17

UMB CV HOLDING COMPANY LLC
GPIN: 7769-49-5130
TM: 312-A-P6
25.97 AC

30

CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH
HOLDING COMPANY LLC
GPIN: 7769-69-0025
TM: 312-A-P4A
4.63 AC

32

CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH
HOLDING COMPANY LLC
GPIN: 7860-50-7578
TM: 312-A-P4
21.74 AC

PARCEL PLAN
CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH
PARCEL PLAN

CITY OF FREDERICKSBUR, VA
CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH
CITY
OF FREDERICKSBURG
8-24-2021
08-22-19

Fairbanks &
Franklin
CIVIL ENGINEERING ♦ LAND PLANNING
1005 Mahone Street ♦ Fredericksburg, VA 22401 ♦ (540) 899-3700

N

Proposed
Neon Project
16
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Virginia Land Record Cover Sheet
FORM A - COVER Sheet Content
Instrument Date:
Instrument Type;
Number of Parcels;
[>^City[ ] County

1/23/2019
AG
2
Number of Pages:

IN8TRUHENT 190000128
RECORDED IN THE CLERK'S OFFICE OF
FREDERICKSBURS CITY CIRCUIT COURT ON
JANUARY 24, 2019 AT 11;37 AM
JEFF SMALL, CLERK
RECORDED BY: CMD
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FREDERICKSBURG

TAX Exempt?
Virginia/Federal Law
[ }Grantor:
__
[ ] Grantee:
Consideration:
$0.00
Existing Debt:
$0.00
Actual Value/Assumed:
Prior Instrument Under § S8.1-803(d):
Original Principal:
$0.00
Fair Market Value Increase:
$0.00
(Area Above Reserved For Deed Stamp Only)
Original Book Number:
Originai Page Number:
Originai Instrument Number:
Prior Recording At; [ lClty[ ] County
100%
Percentage In This Jurisdiction;
1
2

Business/Name
[X Grantor; CVAS BOULEVARD, LLC
1X1 Grantor: CVAS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LLC
(Xl Grantee: MAS FBURG LLC

[ ] Grantee:
Grantee Address
Name: MAS FBURG LLC
Address: 8901 BROOK RO
City; GLEN ALLEN

Book Number:
Page Number:
Parcel IdentiBcation Number (PIN): 7860-40-5307
Short Property Description:

State: VA zjp Code:
Instrument Number;

23060

Tax Map Number: 7860-40-5307

Current Property Address:
City: FREDERICKSBURG
State:
VA
Instrument Prepared By: NEUBERGER, QUINN, GIELEN Recording Paid By:
Recording Returned To; SILVER COMPANIES
Address: 1201 CENTRAL PARK BLVD.
City; FREDERICKSBURG
State:
VA

FORMCC-1S70 Rev; 7/15
§§ 17.1-223,17.1-227.1,17.1-249

Page 1

zip Code;
22401
SH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC.

Zip Code:

of 2

Copyright © 2014 Office of the Executive Secretary, Supreme Court of Virginia. All rights reserved.
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Virginia Land Record Cover Sheet
Form C - additional Parcels
Instrument Date:
1/23/2019
Instrument Type:
AG........
Number of Parcels: 2
Number of Pages;
|>]Clty[ ] County
FREDERICKSBURG

Parcels Identification or Tax Map
Prior Recording At: [ ]City[ | County
Percentage In This )urisdiction:
100%
Page Number:
Book Number:
Instrument Number;
Parcel Identification Number (PIN): 70.00-50*3126
Tax Map Number: 7850*50*3126

(Area Above Reserved For Deed Stamp Only)

Short Property Description;
Current Property Address:
City: FREDERICK$BURG

State:

VA

Zip Code:

22401

Prior Recording At: [ )City[ | County
Percentage in This Jurisdiction:
Book Number:
Page Number;
Instrument Number;
Parcel Identification Number (PIN):
Tax Map Number:
Short Property Description:
Current Property Address:
State:

City:.......................................

FORM CC-1S7Q Rev: 10/14

Zip Code;

Page 2 of 2

§§ 17.1-223,17.1-227.1,17.1-249
Copyright © 2014 Oflice of the Executive Secretary, Supreme Court of Virginia. All rights reserved.
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Tap Map No. 312-A-P8
GPINNo. 7860-50-3126

Prepared outside the Commonwealth
Of Virginia and when Recorded Return to:

and

Robert P. Legg, Esquire
Neuberger, Quinn Gielen, Rubin & Gibber, P.A
One South Street, 27''' Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Tax Map No 312-A-P8A
GPINNo. 7860-40-5307

AGREEMENT TO GRANT ACCESS EASEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT TO GRANT ACCESS EASEMENT (the "Agreement")
is made effective as of the
day of January, 2019 (the “Effective Date”), by and among
CVAS BOULEVARD LLC (“Boulevard”) and CVAS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, LLC
(“Management,”, and collectively with Boulevard the "Grantor"); and MAS Fburg LLC, a
Virginia limited liability company (the "Grantee").
RECITALS
A.
Boulevard is the owner ^f certain real property located in the City of Fredericksburg,
Virginia (the “City”) and identified as Parcel 8A on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part
hereof (the “Boulevard Parcel”).
B.
Management is the grantee under that certain Conservation, Sight Line and Traffic
Control Easement recorded in the Clerk’s Office of the City’s Circuit Court (the “Clerk’s
Office”) as Instrument No. 140001006, and as such Management is the holder of that certain
Conservation, Sight Line and Traffic Control Easement shown on Exhibit A attached hereto (the
“Management Easement” and together with the Boulevard Parcel the “Grantor’s Parcel”).
C.
The Grantee is the owner of certain real property located in the City and identified as
Parcel 8, containing 55.423 acres more or less, on Exhibit A attached hereto (the “Grantee’s
Parcel”)
D.
The Grantee desires to obtain an easement over a part of the Grantor’s Parcel for
pedestrian and vehicular ingress and egress to and from the Grantee’s Property on the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the payment of $10.00 by
Grantee to Grantor and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereby covenant and agree as follows:
Section 1.

Agreement to Grant Access Easement.

(a) The Grantor hereby agrees to grant to the Grantee a non-exclusive pedestrian and
vehicular access, ingress and egress easement in common with Grantor (the "Access Easement")
connecting the Grantee’s Parcel to Gordon W. Shelton Boulevard on, over and across a portion
of the Grantor’s Property, the exact location of which shall be determined by the Grantor, in its

-I ..
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sole discretion (the “Access Easement Area”). The width of the Access Easement Area shall be
the greater of: (i) sixty (60) feet; or (ii) the width required by the City and/or the Virginia
Department of Transportation, as applicable. Within thirty (30) days after the Grantor’s
designation of the Access Easement Area the Grantor shall unilaterally record in the Clerk’s
Office a formal “Access Easement Agreement” granting the Access Easement and containing
normal and customary terms and conditions for such an agreement, including without limitation:
(a) requiring the Grantor, upon the Grantee’s request, to construct roadway improvements in the
Access Easement Area at Grantor’s sole cost and expense (subject to reimbursement by Grantee
as hereinafter provided) in accordance with plans and specifications prepared by Grantor and
approved by all necessary governmental entities; (b) requiring Grantor to maintain, repair and
replace such improvements at its sole cost and expense (subject to reimbursement by Grantee as
hereinafter provided); (c) establishing reasonable rules and regulations concerning the use of the
Access Easement Area, including Grantor’s right to install safety and traffic controls. The
Grantee shall reimburse the Grantor for fifty percent (50%) of the hard and soft cost incurred by
Grantor in preparing and obtaining approval of plans, constructing, maintaining, repairing and
replacing the roadway improvements to the Access Easement Area, which reimbursement shall
come solely out of the Grantee’s fifty percent (50%) share of any sale proceeds or lease income
as more fiilly described in Section 2(a) and (b) below. Furthermore, Grantor shall have the right
to construct the roadway improvements in the Access Easement Area at its sole cost and expense
(subject to reimbursement by Grantee as hereinabove provided), at any time prior to the
Grantee’s request for such construction should the Grantor elect to do so, in its sole discretion.
Section 2.
Consideration. In consideration for the Grantor entering into this Agreement
providing for the grant of the Access Easement, each of the parties collectively comprising the
Grantee, jointly and severally, agree to pay to the Grantor the following amounts, as applicable
from time to time: (a) upon a sale of the Grantee’s Parcel (or any portion thereof or undivided
interest therein) the Grantee shall pay to the Grantor a sum equal to fifty percent (50%) of the net
proceeds of sale (i.e. gross sales price reduced by the following: (i) normal and customary
closing costs and expenses for a similar sale; and (ii) the sum of $100,000.00 (representing the
purchase price paid by the Grantee as reflected in the Special Commissioner’s Deed recorded in
the Clerk’s Office of the City as Instrument No. 180002305); provided, that said $100,000.00
shall only be deducted once notwithstanding that there may be multiple sales involving only
portions of the Grantee’s Parcel or undivided interests therein); (b) upon a lease, in one of more
instances, of any portion of the Grantee’s Parcel the Grantee shall pay to the Grantor a sum equal
to fifty percent (50%) of all net rent (i.e. minimum, percentage or additional rent, reduced by
normal and customary operating costs and expenses that are unreimbursed by each tenant, as
applicable) received by the Grantee from each tenant of the Grantee’s Parcel. Any payment
under subsection (a) above shall be paid on the closing date of the sale; and any payment under
subsection (b) above shall be paid within fifteen (15) days after the date of receipt of the
applicable rent by the Grantee. The payment obligations under subsections (a) and (b) above
shall apply to any sale of membership interests in the Grantee.
Section 3.
Binding Effect. The terms of this Agreement and of the Access Easement
Agreement when executed shall be binding on the parties hereto and each of their respective
successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of and shall run with and bind the Grantor’s
Parcel and the Grantee’s Parcel.

,24873,123
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Section 4.
Governing Law. Venue, Waiver of Jury Trial. This Agreement shall be
construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Venue for any dispute
shall be in the City. EACH PARTY HEREBY WAIVES TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY
DISPUTE OR LITIGATION BROUGHT BY EITHER PARTY UNDER OR PURSUANT
TO THIS AGREEMENT.
Section 5.
No Dedication. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to be a gift or dedication
of any part of the easement area to or for the general public, or for any public purpose whatsoever.
Section 6.
Enforcement. In the event any party hereto fails to perform any of its obligations
under this Agreement or in the event a dispute arises concerning the meaning or interpretation of
any provision of this Agreement, the party not prevailing in such dispute, as the case may be,
shall pay any and all costs and expenses incurred by the other party in enforcing or establishing
its ri^ts hereunder, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’, experts’
and consultants’ costs and fees, including on appeal.
Section 7.
Grantor.

Recordation. This Agreement shall be recorded in the Clerk’s Office by the
(SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS)

-34873.123
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each party has executed or caused this Agreement to be
executed under seal on their behalf by their duly authorized representatives, as of the date first
above written.
WITNESS:

GRANTOR:
CVAS BOULEVARD LLC
and
CVAS PROPERTY M^WAGEMENT LLC
each
By: SH Advisors, Inc., M Manager

JSEAL)

feanyB/
Tudc, o

WITNESS:

V i rs-A* \|x- r^CTr. '

f s,

GRANTEE:
MAS FBURG LLC

i(SEAL)
Name:

Title:

4873.123
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Vtrairs^^

STATE OFHFfc0RM
ftTrfen

)
e

) to wit:

COUNTY OI-i*AtM-BEAeH

)
^ 'B.

Soo \kyna\Ler,

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of January/before me, the subscriber, a
Notary Public of the^Me aforesaid, personally appeared fcaify-Ei^-Silv«prwho acknowledged
himself to be the*^roO of SH Advisors, Inc., the Manager of CVAS Boulevard, LLC, and CVAS
Property Management, LLC, and that he, as such officer, being authorized so to do, executed the
foregoing instrument for the purposes therein contained by signing the name of said limited liability
company by himself as such officer.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal.

Notary Klmic
My Commission Expires:
■ o?i
:: o; Cq. .

="9;
STATE OF

t ..

)
) to wit:

COimiY OF \kM fm

J

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3 day of January, before me,^^the subscriber, a
Notary Public of the State aforesaid, personally appeared
1
. who
acknowledged himself to be the
of MAS Fburg LLC, and that he, as
such officer, being authorized so to do, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein
contained by signing the name of said limited liability company by himself as such officer.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and Notarial Seal.

My Commission Expires:
UJ r
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EXHIBIT A
TO BE ATTACHED
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Exhibit A
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Receipt: 19000000820
COURT ADDRESS:
701 PRINCESS ANNE ST SUITE 100
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401
PHONE# :S40-372-1086

OFFICIAL RECEIPT
FREDERICKSBURG CITY CIRCUIT COURT
DEED RECEIPT

TIME: 11:37:16
DATE: 01/24/2019
TRANSACTION#: 19012400013
RECEIPT#: 19000000620
REGISTER #; A750
CASHIER: CMD
BOOK:
INSTRUMENT: 190000128
GRANTOR: CVAS BOULEVARD. LLC
GRANTEE : MAS FBURG LLC
RECEIVED OF : SH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC.
ADDRESS : 8901 BROOK RD GLEN ALLEN. VA 23060
DATE OF DEED : 01/23/2019
CHECK NUMBER: 007103
CHECK: $22.00
OP:0
PAGES: 007
NAMES: 0
A/VAL: $0.00
CONSIDERATION : $0.00

CASE #: 630CLR190000128

PAGE:

ACCOUNT
2'PAID;;|
DESCRIPTION
■::;CODE^;
$1.00
VOF FEE
035
(TTF) TECHNOLOGY TRUST FUND FEE (CIRCUIT COURT)
$5.00
106

FILING TYPE; AG
RECORDED: 01/24/2019
EX: N
EX:N

MAP : 7860-40-5307
ACCOUNT
^l^CODEv^
145
VSLF
301
DEEDS

PAYMENT:
AT:
LOC :
PCT:

FULL PAYMENT
11:37
Cl
100%

PIN : 7860-40-5307

DESCRIPTION

PAID
$1.50
$14.50
TENDERED : $
AMOUNT PAID : $

PAYOR'S COPY

CLERK OF COURT: JEFF SMALL

22.00
22.00

RECEIPT COPY 1 OF 2
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